Probability error in diagnosis: the conjunction fallacy among beginning medical students.
Incorrectly concluding that the probability of a joint event (such as a combination of clinical findings) is greater than the probability of any one of these events alone is known as the conjunction fallacy. It is one type of cognitive error in estimation of probability to which physicians are known to be prone. The purpose of this study was to determine whether beginning medical students are also prone to the conjunction fallacy. A total of 134 beginning medical students completed a written exercise in which they assigned percent probabilities to symptoms and combinations of symptoms based on a case vignette of a young woman with the common cold. Rates of violation of the conjunction rule were calculated for the entire sample and calculated and compared for the subsets of men, women, and those with different prior educational and statistics backgrounds. The conjunction rule was violated by 47.8% of the students. Rates of violation did not differ significantly between men and women, among students with different types of prior education, or between students who had and had not taken at least one statistics course. A significant proportion of medical students were prone to the conjunction fallacy. This proportion, however, was lower than that reported previously for practicing physicians, who may rely more upon "representativeness" to make probability judgments. Teaching medical students about the conjunction fallacy has the potential to reduce the predisposition to this error that may develop during medical training.